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A review workbook for intermediate through advanced Spanish studentsRepaso is a powerful tool
for review and progress in Spanish. It offers clear, concise, and well-organized grammar
explanations, examples of everyday conversational usage, realia, cultural information, Spanish
language and writing conventions, thematic vocabulary, and oral activities. This workbook is
organized into 28 grammar chapters and seven culture chapters. The culture chapters address the
language, geography, history, and literature of the Spanish-speaking world. This hefty workbook is
8Â½â€• Ã— 11â€• and approximately 700 pages.Repaso is an excellent resource for AP preparation!
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This is an excellent review book for Spanish language learners.Be aware that there is an earlier
edition which you should most definitely NOT buy: Repaso: A Complete Review Workbook for
Grammar, Communication, and Culture (2001), and that the publisher has included no answer key
in either edition but has published them separately and made it very difficult to match them
up.Moreover, the 2001 answer key is completely out of print and impossible to find anywhere on the
web. Trust me, I've tried!The answer key the goes with this 2004 edition of the book is Repaso A
Review Workbook for Grammar, Communication, and Culture ANSWER KEY with ISBN number
0078607086 and can be found readily.

I purchased this book in 2010 and didn't get to it until recently to review for an upcoming trip to

South America. It's more appropriate to a school text supplement than a study book. There are
many others which contain the same information - some by the same publisher. However that said...
it can be a good review if you don't use the language regularly.Also, contrary to one of the
reviewers, I cannot find the answer key anywhere. Perhaps it was available when the review was
written but now says it's "unavailable" and I've even called the publisher McGraw Hill. Their
customer service rep was very nice and tried to help me, but they won't sell it unless you have a
teacher's or homeschooler's certification (and you must prove it). If anyone knows of any other
sources, I appreciate it if you would comment. I've rated this 3 stars because while the book has
redeeming value as a review or study guide - there are many drawbacks. Also the level of Spanish
is intermediate at best.

This is a very good workbook and textbook. My daughter used it for her AP Honors Spanish class
her junior year in High School. At the end of the year there were a number of items in the book she
wanted me to photocopy, so I suggested we just buy a copy of the textbook for her to have as a
reference.We bought a used copy from an seller and it was in excellent shape.

The book showed up in better shape than I expected based on the seller's description. Given how
long it's been since I took Spanish, it was great to have all the new words for the computer
generation in the exercises. They have come out with a new edition and there are some things I
didn't find great about the exercises. Maybe they fixed those in the new edition? It is a pretty
thorough review though and I bought it because it was recommended to help study for the Praxis II
exam to get into a teaching program. What I really hate is that there is no answer key. So if you're
working on this on your own it's a book of reminder explanations and written exercises and no way
to check your work. I found nothing online to check my answers. I think there was a VERY
expensive answer key book. So if you're studying on your own you'll get zero feedback on your
answers.

I feel the condition of this book was misrepresented. I would not call a book with full pages of writing
in pen, crossed out activities, and an overall well-worn appearance "very good." Very disappointed.
Don't even know why I'm giving it 2 stars.

Got it on time (and actually early!) The seller was fabulous, price was completely unbeatable, the
workbook was in good condition and exactly as I expected it, and I was more than happy with my

purchase, as I always am on . Always a great experience here!

I have like 5 Spanish books, and this is by far the best. It's giant, so it explains everything, many
times. Of course, I don't check my answers (only with my Spanish teacher) but you mostly don't
need to anyway, since the answers are sample conjugations you do from the infinitive. Any online
conjugator or book of verb tenses will give you that. It's like, "Enter the subjunctive for the verb for
the proper subject" and you just make up a Nosotros conjugation for Tener.It's very good practice,
especially if you're learning by yourself and have no one to give you classes.

This book is a workbook designed for use by AP Spanish high schoolers, though I am using it for a
non-credit adult class.On the plus side:- The discussion and exercises are well matched.On the
minus side:- There are some typos, e.g. the present tense forms of one verb are listed where the
preterit forms should be.- The answer book is available only from the publisher, and will be shipped
only to a school address.** This is a major negative for adult students **
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